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The present paper is the second part of [ 171. We number sections and 
references consecutively from those in [ 171, use the same notation and keep 
the conventions. Especially R denotes an arbitrary commutative ring with 
1 = 1, # 0. 
In this paper we want to show how to construct Specht or Weyl series (see 
(5.5)) of certain R[S,]- or R[GL(m, R)]-modules in a homogeneous and 
systematic way using the concept of LP-algebras, which has been developed 
in [5, 17, 181. 
7. ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF SPECHT AND WEYL SERIES: 
GENERAL REMARKS 
The construction we are going to describe in this section in fairly general 
terms proceeds in three steps. 
Step 1. As we intend to apply LP-algebra methods, first of all we have 
to embed the given R [ S,]- or R [GL(m, R)]-module M into an LP-algebra. In 
this paper we are concerned with modules which admit a quite convenient 
embedding, for they satisfy 
HYPOTHESIS 1. The R[S,]- or R[GL(m, R)]-module A4 can be realized 
as a finitely generated R-free R [S,]-submodule of 
&, = @ R,(p, (for suitable m E N) 
a=(u,,...,am)f=n 
or as a finitely generated R-free R [GL(m, R)]-submodule of 
RZ(k) := 
( 
n (i,/jr) i,E m,j,.En 
I > 
Gfor some n, k E N). 
rs& R 
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Of course, not every module satisfying Hypothesis 1 necessarily has a 
Specht or Weyl series. As an example take the modules defined in Section 6. 
Later on we will add a further hypothesis which is more than enough to 
guarantee the existence of a Specht or Weyl series. 
We need some preparations. 
Assume that the element X of the subset M of some LP-algebra Ri is 
written as a linear combination of standard bideterminants 
X= c %,(S I n 
(S,T)standard 
Then we call 
supp,(X) := {S/3,a,, f 0) the L-support of X, 
supp,,(x) := {(S, T)/a,, # 0) the LP-support of X, 
supp,(M) := U supp,(x) the L-support of M and 
XEM 
supp,,(il4) := u supp,,Q the LP-support of M. 
XEM 
Analogously one defines the P-support supp,(X) or supp,(M) of X or M. 
The following extended notion of the row- or column-lexicographical 
ordering of tableaux will be proved to be useful. (Recall that s(T) denotes the 
shape of the tableau T.) 
Let S = (So,) and T = (t,,,) be two tableaux with entries in a totally ordered 
set I. Then 
S5T:os(S)(s(T) or 
:* s(S) = s(T) and (~11, sn,..., sn, sz2 ,...) ,< (t,, , tzl ,...) 
or 
S,< T:os(S) <s(T) or 
r 
:* s(S) = s(T) and (s,,, s12,..., ~21, ~22 ,...) C (t,,, t,, ,...) 
is the column- or row-lexicographical ordering of tableaux. 
Let E be a finite set of tableaux with entries in I. Then c-min K or r- 
min K, denoting the smallest element of K with respect to Q, or <,, is called 
the c- or r-minimum of g. 
Prior to beginning step 2 we give two useful characterizations of c- 
min supp, (X) : 
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7.1 LEMMA. Let X= Cw~standard 4s I T) E R:- Then the standard 
A-tableau S, (with entries in m) equals c-min supp,(X) iff the following 
holds: 
(1) 6 0 C,(S,) (X) # 0 and 
(2) for all standard tableaux S’, S’ <=S,, the Capelli letter operator 
C,(S) annihilates X 
C,(S’)(X) = 0. 
Proof To begin with let S, := c-min supp,(X). Then 
x= c A a& I T). (*I 
(S,T)standard.Sh,So 
Now use (3.15) and (3.16) to get (2); furthermore (3.15) and (3.16) give 
As S, lies in supp,(X), asoT # 0 for some T, now (1) follows from the linear 
independence of the standard bideterminants; see (1.5). 
Suppose conversely that (1) and (2) hold. Imitating parts of the above 
proof one sees from (1) and (2) that X can be written as in (*). Again apply 
6 o C,(S,) to X. By (1) we get: 
o#s~c,(s,)(x)= c asoT(T.l I ); TEsr-l(<n) 
hence aSoT # 0 for some T. 1 
Call a tableau U = (uij) E TA(a) row-injective, if for every i the elements 
uil Ye**3 uiai are mutually different. We put ‘U := r-min{ V/Vmr U} and 
cU := c-min{ V/V NC U}. The second characterization of c-min supp,(X) is a 
reformulation of results in [ 181. 
7.2 THEOREM (Desarmenien). Let (U, V) E BTA(a, p). 
(1) U row-injective implies ‘(‘U) standard. 
(2) ZfX := (U / V) # 0, then the following holds: 
(i) ‘(‘U) = c-min supp,(X). 
(ii) ‘(‘v) = c-min supp,(X). 
in z jiii) WI V) = * (‘(‘cr) I ‘(‘V)) + C,s.r, a,# I T), for suitable aST 
. R, where the summation is to be extended over all standard 
bitableaux (S, T) satisfying S >c ‘(‘U) or T >I. ‘(‘I’). 
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(iv) If in addition V is standard, then the summation in (iii) can be 
restricted to all standard bitableaux (S, T) satisfying S >C ‘(‘U) ana’ 
T>, V=‘(Y). 
Proof. Consult Lemma 1, p. 70 and Proposition 3, p. 78 in [ 181. 1 
Step 2. Our aim is to construct an R-basis of “representation theoretical 
relevance” to a given R[S,]- or R [GL(m, R)]-module M satisfying 
Hypothesis 1. 
The crucial step is to gather “enough” informations upon the L- or P- 
support of M. Fortunately it is not necessary to be completely informed 
about the support, for in many cases considerably limited knowledge about 
this support makes it possible to specify a relevant R-basis of M. Often it 
sufftces to know 
L,(M) := {c-min su;p(X)/X E M} (7.3) 
for an R [S,]-module M and 
P,(M) := {c-min suppp(X)/X E M} 
for an R [ GL(m, R)]-module M. 
(7.4) 
In some cases a set d of standard tableaux including L,(M) or P,(M) can 
be determined, see Sections 10 and 11. Then the next task is to search out a 
function f: K’+ M, defined on a subset 6’ of g, g’ being as large as 
possible, such that for all S or T in K’: c-min supp,df(S)) = S or c- 
min supp,df(T)) = T. By our experiences one gets on by trying to interpret 
the elements of & as “shulIle operators.” This will be explained in more 
detail in Sections 8, 10 and 11. 
In addition to Hypothesis 1 the modules we are concerned with in this 
paper satisfy 
HYPOTHESIS 2 (for an R[S,]-module M). To every S in L,(M) and 
every T E SFs”‘( 1”) there exists an element Xs,, in M such that 
Xs,,=(SI T)+ c auvWI 0 
(U,V)standard:S<cU 
HYPOTHESIS 2 (for an R[GL(m, R)]-module M). To every T in P,(M) 
and every S E STsCT)(<m) there exists an element Xs,, in M such that 
xS,T=(siT)+ c &Ul 0 I 
(U,Y)standsrd:T<,F’ 
In the sequel assume that M is an R[S,]- or R[GL(m, R)]-module 
satisfying both Hypotheses 1 and 2. 
607/38/2-4 
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If one singles out an X,,, to every (S, T), the set of all these X,,, 
obviously is an R-basis of M. Such a basis is said to be of representation 
theoretical relevance or, for short, a relevant basis. This diction will be 
justified by 
Step 3. Assume we have found an R-basis of the R[S,]-module M 
consisting of such X,,,. Then to a fixed S E L,(M) the R-subspace 
U(S) := (X E M/c-min sufp(X) ? S), (7.5) 
has R-basis (X,,,,,/S <, S’ E L,(M), T’ E SrSC”“(lfl)}. By the straightening 
formula for (ordinary) bideterminants U(S) is even an R[S,]-submodule of 
M. 
Let L,(M) = {S‘,..., S”}, S’ cc . cc S’; s(S) =: I’. Then by (3.15) and 
(3.16) the following sequence of R[S,]-modules is exact 
0 -F U(S’+‘) -+ U(Si) B 9”‘(R) + 0. (7.6) 
Hence 
M = U(S) > > U(S) > U(S’+ ‘) := 0 
is a Specht series of M. 
(7.7) 
Now play the same game for the R [GL(m, R)]-module M. Instead of U(S) 
define for a fixed T E P,.(M) the space 
V(7) := (X E M/c-min suppp(X) ? T)R, (7.8) 
which is even an R[GL(m, R)]-submodule of M having R-basis 
(Xs,,,,/T<, T’ E P,(M), S’ E ST”‘=“(<m)}. 
Let P,(M) = {T’,..., T’}, T’ cc . .. cc T; s(Tj)’ =: d. Then 
O-P V(T’+‘)+ v(T+=%c,(R)+O (7.9) 
is by (3.15) and (3.16) a short exact sequence of R [GL(m, R)]-modules; 
hence 
M= V(T’) > ... > V(Ts) > V(Ts+‘) :=0 
is a Weyl series of M. 
(7.10) 
Gathering up we have proved the following 
7.11 THEOREM. An R[S,]- or R [GL(m, R)]-module M satisfying both 
Hypotheses 1 and 2 possesses a Specht or a Weyl series. As soon as a 
representation theoretically relevant R-basis of M is known, the series can be 
constructed explicitly according to (7.7) or (7.10). 
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Of course this result can be generalized to modules M which can be 
expressed as a direct sum of submodules Mi, where every Mi satisfies 
Hypotheses 1 and 2; see Section 9. 
The chains (7.7) or (7.10) even make sense if one merely knows that M 
satisfies Hypothesis 1. In this case the factors in (7.7) or (7.10) are (non- 
zero) submodules of Specht or Weyl modules. If R is a field of characteristic 
0, then by the irreducibility of the Specht and Weyl modules, (7.7) or (7.10) 
nevertheless is a Specht or Weyl series of M. 
We give a first 
7.12. EXAMPLE. The tensor space 0” R, satisfies Hypothesis 1 as both 
an R[S,]-module and an RfGL(m,R)]-module. As @“R, equals 
@a= (al....,am)+n R u(l”) and %P) has R-basis SBD(a, (l”)), the set 
U SBD@, (1”)) (1=((11.....am)h 
is an R-basis of the tensor space. This basis even is of representation 
theoretical relevance for 0” R, as both an R[S,]-module and an 
R[GL.(m, R)]-module. Now one can apply (7.5H7.10) to get a Specht and a 
Weyl series of 0” R,. 
In Section 9 we discuss module theoretical analogues of the classical 
branching theorems for S, and GL(m, R). The main task is to get 
convenient embeddings. Section 10 deals with R[S,]-modules of type 
M= R[S,l @RM AS,. In this case the realization of M is obvious. A 
relevant R-basis of M can be constructed with the help of “shulIle 
operators.” 
Finally in Section 11 we present a new, characteristic-free proof of the 
Littlewood-Richardson rule thereby elucidating the close connections 
between lattice permutations, symmetrized bideterminants and Capelli 
operators to skew tableaux. 
8. SHUFFLE PRODUCTS 
If z=z, w  ... ~rl I,, is a dissection of the totally ordered finite set Z, then 
9 I ,,.. .,Ik := {n E S,/V,,, R I,, is strictly increasing} (8.1) 
is a natural transversal of the left cosets of the symmetric group S, with 
respect to the Young-subgroup S,, x . . . x S,,,. The elements of such a 
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transversal are called shufles [5,6]. If especially Z= n = n;” W ... U ng, 
a = (a, )...) ah) + n E N, we write 
(8.2) 
We have to generalize the notion of a l-tableau to improper partitions. Let 
1 = (1, )...) A,) be an improper partition. A A-tableau T is a mapping of 
(A) := U {i} X & 
ish 
into a set M. s(T) := 1 is the shape of T. Analogously one can extend the 
notions of a A-bitableau and a bideterminant of shape k to improper 
partitions A. 
Now let A = (A, ,..., A,,) be an improper partition and let (T, u) be a L- 
bitableau. Assume T= (tjk) is normal, i.e., T is strictly increasing from left 
to right in each row. If the sets Z r ,..., I,, are mutually disjoint, and if Zj G 
{ tjJk E hi, for all j E h, we define for each o E 9’,,,...,,, the J-tableau 
7” = (t$) by 
tj4, := tjk, if tjkb?Zj, 
:= a(tjJ, if tjk E Zj 
and call 
c c7(~lI (8.4) 
UE~I,.....lh 
the L-shufleproduct of (T, U) supported by the sets Zj G {tj, ,..., t,i.li}, j E b. 
Similarly one can introduce P-shu&‘le products. 
To indicate shuflle products, we use the Scottish Convention, see [6. 
pp. 1881, and mark off iterated shuflle products by different symbols like *. 
‘7 -1 -3 u, r. In their simplest form shuflle products appear in 
8.5 LAPLACE'S EXPANSION. Let (xl ,..., x,) and (y, ,..., y,) be two strictb 
increasing sequences of natural numbers, let a = (a, ,..., a,,) k n. Then 
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As mentioned above, shulIle products form a useful tool to construct 
relevant R-bases of certain R[S,]- and R[GL.(m, R)]-modules. One takes 
advantage of the fact that an L-shuttle product-as indicated by U-can be 
replaced by a P-shutIIe product and vice versa. In general this overturn is 
coupled with a change of the shape. 
We give a typical 
8.6 EXAMPLE. Regard the 
@w, I if- 
cyclic R[S,]-module It4 := R[S,] . 
(3,3,2J); cf. section 10. The following shuffle product is an element 
of M: 
a(1) u(2) u(3) 
t(4) 45) a(6) 
7 @I 
(Scottish Convention) 
(apply (8.5) to the L-side of each row) 
=(i 5 3 ’ ’ ( i i 3 5 “) (apply(8.5)to*ande). 
Hence 
is an R [ S,]-submodule of M, which is mapped by the Capelli letter operator 
onto the Specht module 9&,1bJ(R). 
It will be proved in section 10 that elements of the above type form a 
relevant R-basis of M. 
This example also indicates how to reduce more involved shutYe products 
to iterated Laplace’s expansions; compare with [5, p. 701. 
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9. THE BRANCHING THEOREM FOR SPECHT AND WEYL MODULES 
Let 1 = (A, ,..., 1,)~nEN;IZ,~mEN.Forn~kER\lorm~h~Nwe 
identify the symmetric group S, with the Young-subgroup Sfk,,Rm~) of S, and 
embed GL(h, R) via 
A 0 
At+ 
(I-) 
10, A E GL(h, R), into GL(m, R). 
0 **. 
0 1 
In this section we are concerned with the Specht module y’,(R) as an 
R[S,-,I-module (for short: yA,(R) 1 S,-,) and with q,(R) 1 
GL(m - 1, R). We will construct a Specht or a Weyl series of these modules. 
Notice first that %“J,(R) 1 GL(m - 1, R) has the following direct decom- 
position 
where 
(9.1) 
23<r,k(R) := (((S 1 T,)/S = (sii) E ST”(<m) A 
k=ll(i,j)/sij=m}l)),. (9.2) 
With the help of natural projections we are now going to show that 
yl,(R) 1 S,-, and all the q,,k(R) satisfy Hypothesis 1. Especially we have 
to embed y,,(R) 1 S,-, or each q,,k(R) into an LP-algebra having exactly 
n - 1 places or m - 1 letters. 
Obviously there exists a unique epimorphism pr,,,: Ri -++ Ri-, of R- 
algebras, such that for all i E m and all j E 11 
prm: (i I A t+ (i I A, if i#m, 
t-+ l,, if i=m. 
Analogously pr” denotes the unique R-algebra epimorphismpr”: Ri -++ Ri-’ 
defined by 
Pr”: (i I A b (i I A, if j# n, 
t--, I,, if j= n. 
Note that 
pr, or pr” is an epimorphism of GL(m - 1, R )- or 
S n _ ,-algebras. (9.3) 
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Of course the epimorphisms are not mono, nevertheless the following is 
valid: 
9.4 LEMMA. 
(1) The restriction of pr, to ‘@‘J’,(R) is injective; hence q,(R) and 
pr, [v,(R)] are R [ GL(m - 1, R)]-isomorphic. 
(2) The restriction of pr” to Y,,(R) is injective; hence Y’,(R) and 
pr”[YA,(R)] are isomorphic R[S,-,]-modules. 
Proof of (1). The total degree of a monomial in Rl is an invariant of the 
GL(m, R)-action on Ri. As a monomial in Ri of total degree d, wherein the 
letter m occurs exactly r times, is mapped by pr, onto a monomial of total 
degree d - r, it suffices to show that the restriction of pr, to each m,,k(R) 
is injective. 
First we have to describe the effect of pr, on bideterminants. 
Let U = (u,) E p(<m) and V= (vu) E p(<n). Then 
PM4 v) = n prm@il ... Ui.a, I vil ..’ vi*i)* P-5) 
Now let 1 < i, < ... < i, < m; 1 < j, < ‘.. < j, ( n. 
If i, # m, the bideterminant (il ... i, 1 j, ... j,) is 
a fixed point of pr, . (9.6) 
If, however, i, = m, then 
pr,(i, ... i,l j, ... j,)= C (-l)‘+‘(i, ... i,-, 1 j, ... j, ... j,) (9.7) 
YEC 
(hatted terms are to be omitted). 
The claims (9.5) and (9.6) are obvious. Use Laplace’s expansion to get 
(9.7). 
Let Tm- denote the standard tableau obtained frdm T E Sp(<m) by 
cancelling all m’s in T, e.g., if 
. 
Assume X= CTEST~tdm, a,(TI TA) lies in the intersection of qJ,k(R) and 
the kernel of pr,. If X# 0, put p := min{s(T”‘-)/TE supp,(X)}. Noticing 
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that the P-contents of the summands of the right hand side in (9.7) are 
pairwise different, one has 
By Theorem 1.5 aT= 0 for all TE SF(@) with s(T”-) =P, contrary to 
the construction of P. This proves (1). 
To prove (2) observe that P”,(R) = ((r, ) T)/TE SPt(l”)), is “S,“- 
isomorphic to ((T] T,J/TE SP(l”)), <VA,(R). 1 
Using (9.5)-(9.7) and the straightening algorithm, one gets for 
s E SP(<m) (s(Y-) =: ,a) 
pr,(S I TJ = W- I T,> + c 
(“.Y~sta”zrd:T”<,C 
%(~I VI (9.8) 
With regard to the proof of Lemma 9.4(2), formula (9.8) shows that 
{ pr,(S 1 T,)/S E ST’(<m)} is a relevant R-basis of 
pr,[72(R)] (which is R [GL(m - 1, R)]-isomorphic to 
?YT,(R) 1 GL(m - 1, R)). Furthermore 
(9.9) 
~,(prm[~‘Yf(R)l) = lTscs+,/S E ST’(<m)I. 
{ pr”(T, 1 T)/T E ST”( l”)} is a relevant R-basis of 
Pr”[Y’,(R)] (which is R[S,-,]-isomorphic to 
p1 ,(R) 1 S, _ ,). Furthermore 
LW”141(R)l) = {T,,,n-,/TE STa(l”)l. 
(9.10) 
According to (7.11) the results in (9.9) and (9.10) enable us to construct a 
Specht or a Weyl series of YA,(R) 1 S,+, or T,(R) 1 GL(m - 1, R). 
9.11 COROLLARY. Letk<nandh<m.IftheR[S,]-orR[GL(m,R)]- 
module M has a Specht or a Weyl series, then M also has a Specht or Weyl 
series as an R IS,]- or R[GL(h, R)]-module. 
10. A SPECHT SERIES FOR R [S,] ORIs.,! AS, 
Let AS, denote the module corresponding to the alternating representation 
rt E+ E, of the Young-subgroup SA, k = (A, ,..., A,,) F n. In this paragraph we 
will construct a Specht series for the R [ S,]-module R [S,] OR,s ,, AS,. 
Modules of this type satisfy Hypothesis 1; this is shown by the following 
10.1 LEMMA. The module M’~(R) := (CT.., ] T)/TE T’(l”)), is R]S,]- 
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isomorphic to R [ S,] ORfSI, AS,, and {(?,I T)ITE p(l”), T normal} is an 
R-basis of d*(R). 
Proof. Use [4, Lemma 44.11 and the well-known isomorphism 
R[X]@,R[Y]zR[X,Y]. 1 
The following classical result can also be deduced from (lO.l), Young’s 
rule (5.6) and the straightening formula in Theorem 4.4(l): 
The irreducible C[S,]-module 9,(C), p k n, 
occurs in JA(@) exactly ] Slu@)] times. 
(10.2) 
As dim, d’*(R) = (S, : S,) is independent of R, we are led by (10.2) to 
construct for each T E K”‘(1) an R[S,]-submodule U(T) of d’(R), such 
that U(7) is mapped by a suitable Capelli letter operator onto the Specht 
module yu(R). 
10.3 DEFINITION. Let T = (ttj) be a I-tableau. The I’-tableau p” = (Uj,), 
Ujk := trci for all (j, k) E (A’), is called the transposed tableau to T. For a set 
M of tableaux define M” := {F’/T E M). 
In a moment we will relate to UE ST(J),” y operator sh,,(U), which 
brings out certain P-shuffle products on (TJ, TA). (Note that P-shuffle 
products on (T,, TA) always yields elements of J/~(R).) Finally this will give 
a relevant R-basis of J/~(R). We prepare the general case by an 
10.4 EXAMPLE. Let I = (3,3,2). 
c-Ordering 
of u E sqnyr 
Overturn of the P-shuflle 
products onto the L-side 
Table continued 
Table continued 
c-Ordering 
of U E ST(A)‘r 
Overturn of the P-shuffle 
products onto the L-side 
( 
11133 
222 1 
11 123 
223 
( 233 11122 1 
111223 
23 
(1 1 12 2 2 3 3) = (12345678112345678) 
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Now we attend to the general case. 
Let U = (u,,) E ST@)“, A= (A, ,..., A,) k- n. Assume that U has k rows. 
For i E & let c’(U) = (cil(U),..., c@)) denote the content of the ith row of 
U. For a fixed j E h we define recursively: 
Mv(U) := set of the cl,(U) greatest (!) elements in PZ~ 
M,,(U) := set of the c*,(U) greatest (!) elements in 
(for all i E k). 
By this construction 
!$=U"tj(U) (for all j E h). 
i 
From the standardness of V’ we get 
(10.6) c,(v) = 0 for all j < i < k 
and 
(cil( u>9-*, cUi(W) k (ci+I,i+I(u)~*~~~ Cl+l,h(U)) 
for all i < k. (10.7) 
Hence M&I) = 0 for j < i. 
We now introduce for each UE ST(A)t’ the operator shp(U’) and related 
terms. 
(10.5) 
10.8 DEFINITION. 
(1) Sh" := Ia (5 Wid IM,(") E %f,,(U),....M,hd 
(2) L,sh := lr E w&r In; E %fU(U~,....MkJd 
(3) SMCJ) := Codw CTa, 
(4) T(U) is defined to be the normal s(U)-tableau having just the 
elements of M,(U) in its ith row. 
10.9 LEMMA. If UE ST(A)‘r then 
The proof is done by iterated Laplace’s expansions; see Example 8.6. 1 
The proof of the following facts is straightforward (use (10.5)-(10.7)) and 
the properties of shuffles): 
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10.10 LEMMA. 
(1) For each z E, sh the tableau tT(U) is standard; especially T(U) is 
standard. 
(2) T(U) = c-min{rT(U) 1 r E, sh}. 
(3) Two dIrerent permutations o, z EUsh yield difJ‘erent standard 
tableaux oT( u>, tT( U). 
(4) Two different elements U, V E ST(2)‘r yield dlflerent standard 
tableaux T(U), T(V). 
Hence all T(U) lie in L,(dl(R)). These are already all elements 
Lwi(R)): 
10.11 LEMMA. %4(R)) = 1 T(u)/U E Wnltr 1. 
As the proof is fairly similar to the proof of (11.13) we leave it out. 
Summing up we have shown the following 
of 
10.12 THEOREM. The set of all X,(.,,, := CTECrSh E, (ST(U) 1 S) 
(UE ST(L)‘r, S E SPc”‘(l”)) forms a relevant R-basis of -w’,,(R). 
By (7.3-7) the last theorem enables us to construct a Specht series of 
The module R,(,,, (TCn, 1 T& = R,,,,, (12 ... n 1 12 ‘.. n) is a further, 
quite different embedding of R [S,] OR,s.I, AS, into an U-algebra. The series 
R ~(1”) (To,, I Td > W’J VW, I Td > ... 
> W’J (Too I T,,,) > 0, (10.13) 
based on (5.7), yields a Specht series of type 2 of R IS,,] ORls,, AS,. In a 
later paper we will come back to this remark. 
11. A SPECHT SERIES FOR LITTLEWOOD-RICHARDSON PRODUCTS 
In the sequel we keep the following notation: 
1 = (A, ,..., A,) t r, P = 01,,“‘,PJ E t and r+t=n. 
As usual we identify the group S, x S, with the Young-subgroup S,r,r, of S,; 
# denotes the outer tensor product; cf. [4]. 
In this section we intend to construct a Specht series for R IS,, ]-modules of 
type 
?I,#) := R[SnI @wrxs,, (X(R) # K(R)>. (11.1) 
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As from the viewpoint of representation theory the classical Littlewood- 
Richardson rule [ 19-211 gives the multiplicity of the irreducible C [S,]- 
module Y,(C) in .Yn,(C), v b n, let us call 9”r(R) the Littlewood- 
Richardson product of YA(R) and YU(R). 
Obviously 
K,(R) and %,I@) are R [ S,]-isomorphic. (11.2) 
Later on we shall meet again with ‘this kind of “commutativity” in a 
different guise. 
We need some 
11.3 DEFINITIONS. (Recall (8.3)) 
(1) Let v=(v , ,..., v,) I- n, s < U, and vI > 1, for all i E s. A mapping 
T: (v)\(l) -PM is called a skew tableau of shape v\A with entries in M. 
Sometimes we call T a v\A-tableau. Instead of T((i, j)) we write tij and 
illustrate T = (tij) as follows: 
T= 
The generalizations of notions like content c(T) and standardness to skew 
tableaux is obvious. TU(<k), 7”‘“(a), ST”“((k) or STL(a)denotes the set 
of all (standard) v\J-tableaux with entries in k or of content a. 
(2) In analogy to (3.9) one introduces the various Capelli operators 
C,(S), C,(T), C(S, T) to a given bitableau (S, 7’) of shape v\J. 
(3) Let T: (v) --f & be a v-tableau, (A) E (v). Call TI,,, the A-part and 
TIC,j\CAj the v\l-part of T. 
(4) The symmetric group S, acts on the set of all (skew) tableaux 
having entries in 9 by n(t,,) = (t&), t; := a(t,); a E S,. 
(5) For k E Z and a skew tableau T = (tr,), tii E Z, call 
M9 = (cj), t; := t,j + k, 
the k-translation of T. 
Littlewood-Richardson products can be embedded into LP-algebras: 
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11.4 LEMMA. Let k > A,. Then 
is R [SJ-isomorphic to Yf,,,(R), and 
is an R-basis of clp,,,,;,(R). 
(Recall that 9= denotes the set of all shuffles with respect to the improper 
partition a.) 
Proof. See the hints concerning the proof of (10.1). 1 
11.5 EXAMPLE. The module 
is R [&]-isomorphic to ~2,1,,j,C3,21,(R). 
In the sequel we always assume k > A,. 
We study the L-support of Y,,,,;,(R) and begin with estimates of the 
possible shapes. 
11.6 LEMMA. Zf TE ~upp~(9~,,,;~ (R)) is of shape v, then (A’ + ,u’)’ < 
v<~+p:=(&+L4,,l,+pu, ,... >. 
Proof: v < A + p: Joining the ith row of t,JT,J on the right of the ith row 
of T,, one gets a standard tableau of shape I +,D, in which the elements of 
the (i + 1)st row form a subset of the elements of the ith row. Obviously 
there is no standard tableau of longer shape having the same content. 
(A’ + ,u’)’ < v: Ordering the rows of the bideterminants in B, ,e,;k(R) 
according to their lengths, one gets bideterminants of shape (A’ +P’)‘. Now 
apply the straightening formula for (ordinary) bideterminants. I 
By a closer look at the L-support of 9”,,,,;k(R) we encounter skew 
tableaux in a natural way. 
11.7 LEMMA. Let S, be in the L-support of the element 
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x = CWJ, standmd a& 1 T) E 9A,u,;k(R), let Y := s(S,) and put U := 
7~,(S, I(r)\&. Then the following holds: 
(1) The I-part of S, equals TA. (Hence there is no loss of irlformation 
if one leaves out the A-part of any tableau in s~pp~(P”,~,;~(R)).) 
(2) The elements 1,2,..., ,uI of theflrst row of T,, can befound in U in 
dtflerent columns. Under all possibilities there is at least one, such that after 
deleting the selected elements 1,2 ,..., ,u,, the integers 1,2 ,..., pz of the second 
row of T, can be found in the remaining scheme in ,u, dtrerent columns, etc. 
To be more precise, let n2 denote the projection (i, j) I+ j. Then the 
following is valid: 
There exists a bijection f: (v)\(A) + (u) such that U= T, 0 f and for all 
i<&: 
Proof of (1). If not all tableaux in supp,(X) satisfy (l), let S, denote the 
c-minimum of all delinquents; v := s(S,). 
It is straightforward to see that all bideterminants (S 1 T’), where 
S E supp,(X) is said to satisfy (l), as well as all elements in BA,,,;JR) are 
annihilated by the Capelli letter operator C,(S,). Together with (3.15) and 
(3.16) this remark yields 
0 = 6 0 C,(S,)(x) = c aSoAT” I n 
(SO*T)ESUPPLPm 
Hence by (1.5) all aSoT = 0, contrary to the construction of So. The proof of 
(2) is similar to that of (1). 1 
In a sense the commutativity mentioned in (11.2) is reflected by (1) and 
(2). 
Now we are going to determine L,(Y?,,, ,Ck(R)). On the one hand every 
X E YA,r,;k(R) can be expressed uniquely as a linear combination of 
elements in B,,,,;,(R) 
x= “Z. b47,F& ( F) ; 
(11.8) 
on the other hand X can be written as a linear combination of standard 
bideterminants 
x= c asAS I T). (11.9) 
(S,T)standard 
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If S, = c-min supp,(X) is of shape Y, we can write according to Lem- 
ma 11,7(l) 
As 6 o C,(T,) fixes all (S ) T) ((S, T) E s~pp,~(x)) and all the elements in 
B n,Pj;k(R), we get by Lemma 7.1(l) and (11.8) 
0 + 60 c,&Jw = 6 o CL(S, I(“,\(*,>(a 
(11.10) 
By (11.10) we are obliged to clarify how a Capelli letter operator to a 
(standard) skew tableau of content ,u’ is acting on a bideterminant of type 
CT,, I 0 
(Note that U-C U’ implies C,(U) = C,(V). Hence we can restrict our 
attention to skew tableaux -being non-decreasing down the columns.) 
11.11 LEMMA. Let A, ,U and v be partitions such that )A) + J,tt I= llrl and 
(,I) c (v); let S E T”b(,ur) be non-decreasing down the columns. Assume that j 
occurs in S in columns with index t,j Q tzj < . < tuy (in consideration of 
multiplicities). 
We form the p-tableau T = (tij) and claim: 
(1) 9,: SI+ T establishes a bijection from the set of all elements in 
T’%jt’) being non-decreasing down the columns onto the set of all p-tableaux 
of content (v\A)’ := (vi - A;, v; - A’ 2,...) which are non-decreasing down the 
columns. (The inverse of ‘p, is denoted by rpvb.) 
(2) 6 o CLGW, I c> = (Gq I i;>. 
(3) If TE T”((v\k)‘) is non-decreasing down the columns, then 
@j I i;> = 60 C,(vfL3(T>)(T, I t,). 
The proofs are done by straightforward calculations. (Compare (2) and 
(3) with Lemma (4.3).) i - 
11.12 EXAMPLE. 
xx123 
PU.3.2.1)’ 
1 T= 
P (5.3.3,2.1)\(2.2.1) 
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Whereas the above example shows that in general qr does not transport 
standardness, the following theorem ensures that such a “pathological” 
situation can not occur if one “restricts” qr to L&Y,,,,,,(R)): 
11.13 THEOREM. Let 0 # X E 9, ,,, ,;#7), and let S, = c-min supp,(x) 
be of shape Y. (By Lemma 11.7( 1) we &ready known that S, has A-part T, .) 
We claim that qfl 0 z-~(S, ItO)\& =: T is a standard p-tableau of content 
(u\il)‘; furthermore 
ProoJ: Assume that T = (tij) is not standard. As T is non-decreasing 
down the columns, there is a violation of standardness in a row of T. Put 
g := min{j/3, tij > ti, j+ ,} andf := min{i/ti, > tig+ I }, i.e., the “first” violation 
of standardness takes place at the position (J g). Now we apply the 
straightening algorithm for symmetrized bideterminants according to [ 17, 
p. 1781 to the gth and (g + 1)st column of T and get (m ] T,) expressed as a 
linear combination 
(11.14) 
of L-symmetrized bideterminants, where the summation is to be extended 
over certain p-tableaux W = (wij) satisfying 
(9 4w) = c(T)9 
(ii) W is non-decreasing down the columns, 
(iii) W equals T in all but the gth and (g + 1)st columns, 
(iv) wfg < tfgs W ere we have used the fact that according to 
Lemmas 7.1 and 11.11 and Eq. (11.10) (m 1 ?‘J # 0.) 
We get by (11.14) and Lemma 11.11(3): 
0 f C,t& Iw\dh(T,,) I i;, = (n I i;, 
(11.15) 
that is to say, the operators 6 o C,(S, ItU,,cn,) and Cw... c,6 o 
C,(r, 0 q@(w)) have the same action on (7k(Tw) 1 If’&). 
607/38/2-5 
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Taking such a W with cr,, # 0, we have to discuss the connection between 
the skew tableaux r/, o (P”~( IV) and S, ]CvjhAj. 
The straightening algorithm for ,symmetrized bideterminants makes clear 
that rk 0 u)“~(IV) arises out of S ,, (Uj,CAj by interchanging in S, ICUjkAj certain ] 
g’s with certain (g + 1)‘s. Moreover the g’s in question compared to the 
(g + 1)‘s in question are located in S, ]Cvj\Clj in columns with smaller indices. 
It follows easily from these remarks that W <C S, JCuJ\(lj. 
We need the following 
11.16 LEMMA. Let SE SF(a), and let U E TA(a) be non-decreasing 
down the columns. If U cc S then for all I-tableaux V 
The proof of Theorem 2.l(iii) in [5, pp. 751 actually uses only the above- 
mentioned weaker assumptions on U. 1 
Now we can finish the proof of Theorem (11.13). 
For every p-tableau W in (11.14) satisfying c, # 0 define W,,, to be the V- 
tableau with A-part TA and v\A-part tk 0 (pUL”(IV). By (11.7) and by 
W <C S, l(Uj,Clj the tableaux U := W,,, and S := S, fulfil the assumptions of 
(11.16). 
This gives the following contradiction: 
= c b,, c cwJ 0 C,Wu,J U.Y... w... 
= X cwa 0 WCJ C as,@ I T> 
W... (S-T) 
S>cSo 
=o 
The proof of (11.13) is done. 1 
(by (7.1 >h 
(by (11.8))9 
(by (11.15)), 
(by (1 W), 
(by (11.16)). 
Our aim is to show that the conditions in Lemma 11.7(l) and 
Theorem 11.13, which have been proved to be necessary for a tableau to lie 
in w%~,&)h are even sufficient. Hence we have to construct for every 
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standard tableau S, which satisfies just the above conditions, an element 
1, E Pn,,,,;k(R) such that S = c-min suppl(X,). 
This construction will be suggested by the following 
11.17 LEMMA. Assume that the standard v-tableau S satisfies 
Lemma 11.7(l) and Theorem 11.13, i.e., 
S ItA) = TA and ‘P, 0 r-,S Ifv)\(A) =: T= (tv) E ST“((v\A)‘). 
Then k+ j, j<pu,, occurs in S for the first time in the t,/h column. 
Moreover k + j is the bottom element in that column. 
The deletion of just these pI direrent bottom elements in S yields a 
standard tableau S[ll of shape s(S”‘) =: VI”; the (-k)-translation of the 
v”‘\J-part of S’l is of content (u 2 ,..., ~4,)‘. 9” again satisfies Lemma 11.7( 1) 
and Theorem 11.13, especially 
is standard and results from T by deleting the first row of T. 
Proof: Straightforward. 1 
By the last lemma we are allowed to define recursively for such S and T: 
Stol := S and Strl := (St’-‘l)tll for every r E u; 
vtrl := s(S”‘) for every r, 0 < r < u. 
pol := T and fi’l := (~‘-il)tll for every r E u. 
It is evident that St’] = T, and flu1 = 0. 
11.18 EXAMPLE. Let A= (2, l), p = (4,2,2), v = (5,3,2, 1) and k = 2. 
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Let us write the symbol cr, upon each element of S, which is to be deleted 
passing over from StrP1’ to St”‘. Denote the final result by sh(S). 
In the above example one gets 
03 02 
1 3 4 
sh(S) = 
02 0, 
3 4 
For a standard v-tableau S, which satisfies Lemma 11.7(l) and 
Theorem 11.13, and for every Z E ST’( 1”) put 
X s,z := @h(S) I 3 (11.19) 
where the ur in sh(S) are to be interpreted as shuffle products. 
The positions (h, k) E (vtrl)\(vt’-‘I) are said to belong to the rth shuffle 
product with respect to S. 
In the above example 
Let 5?(S) denote the set of all u-tuples u = (u,,..., u,), where ur 
corresponds to the rth shuffle product; S” = (5;) is defined to be the V- 
tableau which results from S by applying u = (a, ;..., a,) to S. 
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With these abbreviations 
(11.20) 
If one overturns the L-shuffle products according to Examples 8.6 and 
10.4 on the P-side, one gets 
(11.21) 
Now we can state a characteristic-free version of the 
11.22 LITTLEWOOWRICHARDSON RULE. Let A = (A,,...,&)E r, p= 
(ul ,..., p,) + t, r + t = n, k > 1,. 
(1) For every standard v-tableau S, v t- n, which satisfies 
Lemma 11.7(l) and Theorem 11.13, and for every Z E ST(l”), the element 
2, 
(defined in (11.19)) is of the form X,,,=(S\Z)+ 
(U,Y)standard:U>& a,,P I v> for Suitable auy E z 1,. 
(2) The set of all such Xs,, forms a relevant R-basis of SPA,,,,;k(R). 
Hence according to (7.5~(7.7) one can construct a Specht series for 
LittlewoodRichardson products. 
(3) L,(Y’,,,;,(R)) = {S/S satisfies Lemma 11.7(l) and 
Theorem 11.13). 
(4) Let v = (vi,..., v,) + n such that (A) E (v). 
For U = (uij) E ST”“@‘) the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) p,,(U) =: T= (ttj) E SF((v\A)‘). 
(ii> The sequence (Ye,..., Y,) := OQ,~, u,~-~.~,..., uAI+l.ly u,~,~, 
U “i-1 2,“‘, uai+1,29-* ) 
i < p,’ and every j Q t: 
is a lattice permutation of (lri, 2Pi,...), i.e. for every 
1{1/1<jandy,=i}l>,I{l/l<jandy,=i+ l}l. 
Hence the conditions in Theorem 11.13 can be replaced by (ii). 
Proof of (1). We are going to apply Desarmenien’s Theorem, see 
Theorem 7.2, to every summand (S” ( Z) of X,,, . According to Theorem 7.2 
it suffices to show: 
Zf S” is row-injective, (l,..., 1) # u E S?(S), then 
‘(‘(so)) >c s. (11.23) 
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Assume that the entries in the first q - 1 columns and in the qth column 
up to the (p - 1)st row of S” = (SE) and S = (sij) are equal. We claim: 
For every i< v;: min{sz/j > q} > siq. (11.24) 
If s; = sij for some j > q, then siq < s; by standardness of S. Now let j > q 
and s$ f sij. Assume that the position (i, j) belongs to the tth shuffle product 
with respect to S. Then sb = ct(sij). As by our assumption u, does not move 
any element of the first q - 1 columns of S, o[ substitutes Sij by an element 
.s,~, where (f, g) lies in 
or in 
M, := {(h, I) E (v)\(A)/4 < I < j and h > i) 
M, := {(h, I) E (v)\(n)/l > j and h < i}. 
If (fi g) E M, , the standardness of S implies siq < s,~. If (f, g) E M, , then 
Siq < Sij (by standardness of S) and Sij < sfg, for the elements of S, whose 
positions belong to the tth shuffle product, are strictly increasing from “left 
to right.” This proves (11.24). Consequences of (11.24) are: 
‘(S”) =: (r;) coincides with S in the first q - 1 columns 
and also (at least) in the first p - 1 entries in the q th 
column. Furthermore ryq > si,,, for all i. 
If the position (h, q) belongs to the rth shuffle product 
with respect to S, and if a,@,,) # s,,~, then ar(s,,J > s,,~. 
A closer look at the proof of (11.24) gives: 
(11.25) 
(11.26) 
r& = s,,~ if and only if there exists an 1> h such that 
s,~ = shq and slq will be transported by u = (a, ,..., a,) 
into the h th row. 
(11.27) 
Hence by (11.25b(11.27): 
c,(‘(S”), q) < c,(S, q), where i := sPs. (11.28) 
Now (11.23) results from (11.25) and (11.28). This proves (1). The 
statements (2) and (3) follow from (l), Theorem 11.13’ and the final remark 
of step 2 in Section 7. 
We only sketch the proof of (4). 
Let 6 = (6, ,..., 6,) t- n, and let GP(6) denote the set of all lattices 
permutations of (l”,..., rar). Cancelling in (s,,..., s,) E GP(6) for every i E r 
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the first sj which is equal to i, one gets an element of GP($“), where ~3~‘~ := 
(6,-l ,..., 6,-l) and dt>Jt+,=... =&= 1. Now recall (11.17) and use 
induction on U, p = (p, ,..., p,). I 
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